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n-Logic offers the HTTP/HTTPS caching solutions for mid-size
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) on the market. 
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Save on Bandwidth 

By caching HTTP/HTTPS content closer to the subscribers, n-Logic's web caching solution drastically reduces bandwidth consumption.
Typical savings on general web traffic are in the range of 25-30%. This translates into a rapid return on investment and significant long-term
cost savings on upstream bandwidth. By better conserving and optimizing bandwidth with caching, operators are better positioned to serve
more users, deliver enhanced next-generation services and better leverage existing network investments without costly upgrades.

http://n-logic.weebly.com
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Manage and Report on Web Traffic 
n-Logic's web caching solution provides customers with a comprehensive monitoring and analytics service offer that enables the ISPs to
minimize the TCO costs and gain insight into the dynamics of HTTP/HTTPS traffic flowing through operator network and report in real-time 
on bandwidth savings. Detailed web analytics is available to allow customers to gain greater visibility on web traffic and usage patterns,
which can be valuable information for marketing or for determining future content and advertising partnerships. 

Filter and Secure Web Traffic 
With effective caching comes effective traffic access control. n-Logic's web caching solution provides customers with a comprehensive
mechanism to filter and secure web traffic, including blocking undesirable content, websites and specific sections of websites. 

Serve internal and transit customers transparently 
n-Logic's web caching allows to process web requests from internal as well as transit customer networks in a transparent manner making
the process of caching seamless. This allows medium-size ISPs to sell Internet connectivity to smaller sub-providers and still save on
bandwidth.

http://n-logic.weebly.com

Deliver value-added services 
n-Logic offers targeted content-adaptation solutions that concentrate on leveraging edge-based devices such as caching node points to help
deliver value-added services such as contextualized and banner-based advertisement solutions on top of existing ISP's core business
infrastructure. 
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